Objective: Early detection of Heart Failure (HF) could mitigate the enormous individual and societal burden from this disease. Clinical detection is based, in part, on recognition of the multiple signs and symptoms comprising the Framingham HF diagnostic criteria that are typically documented, but not necessarily synthesized, by primary care physicians well before more specific diagnostic studies are done. We developed a natural language processing (NLP) procedure to identify Framingham HF signs and symptoms among primary care patients, using electronic health record (EHR) clinical notes, as a prelude to pattern analysis and clinical decision support for early detection of HF.
INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
The individual and societal impact of heart failure (HF) is staggering. One in five US citizens over age 40 is expected to develop HF during their lifetimes. It is currently the leading cause of hospitalization among Medicare beneficiaries and, with an aging U.S. population, HF prevalence and related costs will only increase, as prevalence of HF is expected to double by 2030. [1] Individual and societal burdens may be mitigated through early detection of HF and intervention with lifestyle changes and proven preventive therapies.
Identifying the early manifestations of HF in the primary care setting is not straightforward. HF is a complex pathophysiologically heterogeneous syndrome, with substantial individual variability in expression. Moreover, because the signs and symptoms are also expressed for multiple causal factors unrelated to HF (e.g. chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, venous insufficiency, kidney disease), both false positive and false negative rates of diagnosis are relatively high in primary care. [2] [3] The Framingham heart failure criteria published in 1971 [4] are based on clinical data acquired in the 1950s and 60s but are still the most common HF signs and symptoms documented by primary care physicians (PCPs) today, usually well before more specific diagnostic studies are considered. But, relatively little is known about how these criteria are documented by PCPs or the extent to which these criteria vary in their sensitivity and specificity to HF diagnosis. In fact, when originally developed, the Framingham criteria only identified approximately half of the patients who had previously been diagnosed clinically with HF. [4] While other clinical criteria for HF have been developed, the agreement among different criteria is poor to moderate at best. [5] Ambulatory care is rapidly changing, especially with regard to adoption of electronic health records (EHR). Despite the structured information in EHRs -such as diagnosis codes, medications, and lab results -large portions of EHR data are still in narrative text format, principally in clinical encounter notes and imaging notes. There are widely recognized barriers to the application of NLP tools to such data. [6] [7] [8] This paper presents results of using NLP to extract Framingham criteria from clinical notes of primary care patients with and without HF. This work is part of a larger project, called PredMED, which is focused on the early detection and management of HF. [9] [10] In PredMED, the extracted criteria serve as features for various downstream statistical and machine-learning applications. To our knowledge, there are no published studies of text extraction for the Framingham HF criteria as they are documented in primary care.
Lin et al. [11] reported some success in using the MedLEE parser [12] on discharge summaries and radiology reports to predict ICD-9 codes for HF diagnosis. More recent work [13] 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An NLP application was developed and validated for identifying affirmations and denials of fifteen of the seventeen Framingham criteria for HF shown in Table I . 
Source of Data
Data for this study were obtained from the Geisinger Clinic (GC) primary care practice
EHRs. The dataset consisted of the full encounter records for 6,355 incident primary care HF patients diagnosed between 2003 and 2010, as previously described, [27] and up to ten clinic-, sex-, and age-matched control patients for each HF case. There were 26,052
controls. In total, there were over 3.3 million clinical notes, comprising over 4 gigabytes of text. While there were 56 different encounter types, "Office Visit" accounted for 81% of all encounters, followed by "Case Manager" (8%) and "Radiology" (7%).
Tools
We built a text analysis pipeline ( Figure 1 ) to extract Framingham criteria, using
LanguageWare [28] for basic text processing and the IBM LanguageWare Resource Workbench (LRW) to develop dictionaries and grammars. The resulting analytics were then inserted into a UIMA [29] [30] pipeline, which provides for acquisition of the clinical note texts and the other steps in Figure 1 . We also used a concordance program [31] to avoid overtraining to the development encounters, by letting us understand the behavior of our analytics on the entire encounter corpus. 
Methods
Our development and evaluation process comprised the following steps:
• A cardiologist and a linguist analyzed a development dataset of 65 encounter documents rich in Framingham criteria, to learn the linguistics of criteria mentions.
• The linguist used the NLP tools to build initial extractors for assertions and denials of Framingham criteria (this section).
• The clinical expert and linguist incrementally measured and improved the performance of the extractors on the development documents (the Iterative Annotation Refinement section).
• The clinical expert used annotation guidelines he developed to train coders, who manually created gold standard annotations on an evaluation dataset of 400 randomly selected encounter documents (the Evaluation Setup section).
• The linguist used the gold standard to measure the performance of the final extractors on two tasks, criteria extraction and encounter labeling (the Results section).
Text analysis involved the following tasks: In addition to FramSymptomVocab, there are dictionaries for:
(1) negating words and counterfactual triggers, such as denies and if.
(2) segment header words.
(3) weight loss phrases, time value words, weight unit words, and diuretic words, used in the WeightLoss criterion extractor.
Grammars
Grammars are implemented as LanguageWare "parsers" and consist of cascaded finitestate automata that build UIMA annotations over recognized spans of text, using the 
Text Analysis Engines
Once the dictionaries and grammars have been applied, the UIMA data store contains "candidate criteria mentions," among other annotations. TAEs filter those candidates based on all the information in the data store, yielding the final set of affirmed and denied
Framingham criteria as output. Filtering is performed using the following devices:
Co-occurrence constraints. 
Encounter Labeling
PredMED applications need to know the dates on which criteria are documented for patients. We obtain this information by first labeling each encounter with the names of criteria it mentions and then using the encounter dates. We use two approaches to assign criteria labels to encounters. The first, similar to the one used by Garla et al. [25] , relies on a machine-learning (CHAID decision-tree) classifier [35] that uses, as features, the lexical annotations and the [negated and counterfactual] scope annotations, but without constraint checking or disambiguation. The classifier is trained using the development reference annotations. The second method is rule-based and simply labels each encounter with criteria that are extracted by the NLP pipeline.
Iterative Annotation Refinement for the Development Reference Set
For extractor development, we used a procedure called "iterative annotation refinement" 
EVALUATION SETUP
Our evaluation dataset consisted of clinical notes from 400 randomly selected encounters:
200 from HF patients and 200 from control patients. To build the evaluation gold standard, the clinical expert trained three additional coders, using the guidelines developed during iterative refinement of the development annotations. Each coder annotated 200 encounter notes and each note was annotated by two coders.
Disagreements were adjudicated by consensus between the two coders, with the clinical expert breaking ties. The coders were not told which encounters were for cases and which were for controls. Since the gold standard reference annotations were the result of consensus among the 4 coders, calculation of a Kappa score for inter-annotator agreement was not meaningful.
After initial coding, we did a single iteration of IAR steps 1, 2, and 3a which yielded the final evaluation gold standard. An objective was to inspire improvement in the coders'
recall. This is similar to the "pre-annotation" intervention studied during generation of the i2b2 reference standard. [36] Assisted annotation has long been used by the information retrieval community to annotate multimedia document repositories, [37] [38] with the precise purpose of improving human recall. To confirm PredMED's need for this procedure, we measured the initial recall of one of our coders to be only 0.943, when measured against the final (assisted) consensus gold standard.
We evaluated PredMED criteria extractors in two ways. In the first, we assessed their ability to correctly label encounter documents with the criteria they contain. This is "Encounter Label Evaluation," shown in Figure 3 . We measured the performance of both the machine-learning and rule-based labelers. For the second evaluation -"Criteria Extraction Evaluation," at the bottom of Figure 3 - we measured the performance of the extractors directly, by comparing criteria extracted from the evaluation dataset against the gold standard annotations.
We used the following metrics (where "TP" is true positives, "FP" is false positives, and "FN" is false negatives):
• Precision [which is the same as Positive Predictive Value] is: TP / (TP + FP)
• Recall [which is the same as Sensitivity] is: TP / (TP + FN)
• F-Score is: (2 x Precision x Recall) / (Precision + Recall)
For evaluating criteria extraction, any extracted annotation whose span overlaps a gold standard annotation of the same type is treated as a true positive. (Most cases of nonexact overlap are caused by coder annotations that include adjacent punctuation marks.)
The labeling gold standard is derived from the criteria gold standard by simply asserting any criterion to be an encounter label for the encounters in which it occurs.
RESULTS

Iterative Annotation Refinement
Our development dataset contained 65 encounter notes from heart failure cases. IAR 
Encounter Label Evaluation
Results of the encounter labeling evaluation (on the evaluation dataset) are shown in Table III . Table III Table IV shows the performance of the criteria extractors measured against the evaluation gold standard. The overall performance has an F-score of 0.910. To ensure that sample criteria extracted from case and control encounters belong to the same population, we also measured performance separately for cases and controls. Although extraction seems to perform slightly better for cases, there is no significant difference, as is shown by the large overlap in the 99% confidence intervals. We also measured the performance of "relaxed" criterion extraction, which ignores negation and reflects the underlying ability to recognize Framingham criteria independent of context. That performance has an F-score of 0.933. The performance on exact criterion extraction is slightly worse, because of errors made in negative scope detection.
Criteria Mention Evaluation
Measured in this way, the penalty we pay for those errors is an F-score decline of 0.023.
The relatively poorer performance on affirmed criteria (N=367), when compared to denied criteria (N=1125), is likely due to the greater syntactic diversity of affirmations. Finally, we also measured extractor performance against the initial gold standard, before "pre-annotation" assistance. As expected, the measured precision is lower (0.904 vs.
0.925), because of the poorer initial recall of the coders. In other words, the extractors found valid criteria mentions which the coders had initially missed. Finally, the rightmost column shows extractions for which there were no corresponding mentions in the gold standard (i.e., the false positives). An example here is that "APED" was extracted 22 times more that it should have been. (Upon analysis, we realized that the extractor often incorrectly recognized fluid as a mention of APEdema.) Similarly, the bottom row counts the occasions where gold standard annotations were missed by the extractors (i.e., the false negatives).
DISCUSSION
Evaluation results reveal a few general error types, involving data quality, human anatomy, and syntactic complexity.
One manifestation of the data quality issue was that 26 of the 237 errors encountered in the final evaluation run -over 10% -were due to spelling errors. These include simple typographical errors, as in Figure 2 . Further errors occurred when text was dumped from the EHR system and reassembled in the PredMED analysis environment, a process that introduced sentence boundary errors that misled the extractors' algorithms. elsewhere is often impossible, because of institutional and EHR system differences and HIPAA constraints, and (3) creating such a dataset locally often taxes the skill and resources of the institution. In such a situation, IAR has the following advantages:
• The error analysis step provides for excellent communication between the expert and the computational linguist who develops the extractor. This is much broader bandwidth communication than separately written annotation guidelines would provide.
• The process produces a (rule-based) extractor that is consistent with the annotation guidelines.
• The extractor can be used for pre-annotation to assist coders in creating higherquality reference standards, by improving their recall.
• The resulting annotations may be used to train machine-learning systems, if desired.
One use case for our development approach is in the creation of criteria extraction systems for medical criteria beyond the Framingham HF set. The NYHA [39] and the ESC [40] , as well as the MedicalCriteria.com website [41] , present hundreds of sets of medical criteria, many of which could be addressed with systems like PredMED and would benefit from IAR. Furthermore, many specific criteria reappear in multiple criteria sets, pointing to further opportunities for re-use. With appropriate tooling for reusing extractors, for managing expert annotations, and for IAR error analysis, our approach can be an attractive alternative to current development methods.
CONCLUSION
The Framingham criteria extractors are effective at finding criteria mentions with high precision and recall. Furthermore, those criteria can serve as the basis for accurately labeling clinical notes with respect to the criteria that they document, a prerequisite for downstream clinical applications of EHRs. Iterative annotation refinement is an effective tool for creating criteria extraction systems for applications where there is no preexisting dataset of suitably annotated text.
Summary Table
• What was already known on the topic o Framingham criteria are known to correlate with heart failure diagnosis.
o Iterative development methods have been used to separately create annotation guidelines and machine-learning-based extractors for entity mentions in clinical notes.
• What this study added to our knowledge o We now know that Framingham criteria can be reliably detected in clinical notes taken by primary care physicians.
o IAR is the first method that explicitly creates rule-based entity extractors, annotation guidelines, and annotations all at the same time.
o We successfully addressed the tendency of human coders to exhibit low initial recall when annotating criteria mentions, using IAR (during development) and pre-annotation (during creation of the evaluation gold standard).
